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18. What if unrelated matters are revealed as a result
of the investigation?

China
Author: Leo Yu , Yvonne Gao , Tracy Liu , Larry Lian

If any matter unrelated to this investigation is revealed during the investigation and the matter is
suspected of violating regulations, the employer may comprehensively consider whether it is necessary to
investigate the new matter. If the employer assesses that a combined investigation will seriously affect and
hinder the progress of the investigation or complicate the investigation, the employer can handle the
unrelated matters through separate investigations.
In addition, Article 6 of the Personal Information Protection Law of the PRC requires that the processing of
personal information shall be for a specific and reasonable purpose and shall be directly related to the
purpose of the processing and shall adopt the method with minimum impact on individuals' rights and
interests. If the result of the investigation reveals unrelated personal information, it means that the
collection and storage of such personal information are unrelated to the purpose of the processing.
According to paragraph 1 of Article 47 of the Personal Information Protection Law of the PRC, the employer
as the personal information processor shall take the initiative to delete personal information. If the
employer fails to delete such information, the employee is entitled to request for deletion.
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Ireland
Author: Bláthnaid Evans , Mary Gavin

If an investigator finds other issues that are outside the scope of the terms of reference, these should not
be ignored but equally should not be included as part of the investigation, as they are beyond the remit of
the investigation that was established at the beginning. An investigator should identify the other matters
that may require further action and report these to the employer separately so as not to conflate issues.
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Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

There are no regulations in this regard in the Swiss employment law framework. However, in criminal
proceedings, the rules regarding accidental findings apply (eg, article 243, Swiss Criminal Procedure Code
for searches and examinations or article 278, Swiss Criminal Procedure Code for surveillance of post and
telecommunications). In principle, accidental findings are usable, with the caveat of general prohibitions on
the use of evidence.
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